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Abstract

Accurate demand forecasting is a competitive advantage for all supply chain
components, including retailers. Approaches like naı̈ve, moving average,
weighted average, and exponential smoothing are commonly used to forecast
demand. However, these simple approaches may lead to higher inventory
and lost sales costs when the trend in demand is non-linear. Additionally,
price strongly influences demand, and we can’t neglect the impact of price on
demand. Similarly, the demand for a stock keeping unit (SKU) depends on
the price of the competitor for the same SKU and the price of the competitive
SKU. We thus propose a demand prediction model that considers historical
demand data and the SKU price to forecast the demand. Our approach
uses different machine-learning regressor algorithms and identifies the best
machine-learning algorithm for the SKU with the lowest forecasting error.
We further extend the forecasting model by training a hybrid model from
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the best two regression algorithms individually for each SKU. Forecasting
error minimisation is the driving criterion for our literature. We evaluated the
approach on 1000 SKUs, and the result showed that the Random Forest is the
best-performing regressor algorithm with the lowest mean absolute percent-
age error (MAPE) of 8%. Furthermore, the hybrid model resulted in a lower
inventory and lost sales cost with a MAPE of 7.74%. Overall, our proposed
hybrid demand forecasting model can help retailers make informed decisions
about inventory management, leading to improved operational efficiency and
profitability.

Keywords: Demand forecasting, inventory optimisation, machine learning,
hybrid model, price elasticity.

1 Introduction

In today’s dynamic market, accurate demand forecasting is crucial for main-
taining a competitive edge in the supply chain. Better demand forecasts
allow reliable operations at low inventory costs throughout the entire sup-
ply chain [1]. Demand forecasting involves predicting the future demand
for a product or service, which is influenced by various factors. Accurate
forecasting allows companies to optimize their purchase decision, inven-
tory levels, production schedules, and resource allocation to meet future
customer demands [2]. Despite its importance, demand forecasting remains
a challenging task, especially when the trend in demand is non-linear [3].
Traditionally, companies have relied on simple statistical methods like naı̈ve,
moving averages, weighted averages, and exponential smoothing to forecast
demand [4, 5]. Such easy-to-use techniques are valued for their simplicity;
however, they may not be suitable for capturing the complexities of modern
supply chains, where demand is influenced by various factors such as pricing,
promotions, and competitor actions.

Neglecting to include price as an input in demand forecasting can result
in suboptimal outcomes, as it can change the overall demand for the product
in the market [6]. Additionally, consumers typically compare prices among
different retailers when making purchase decisions, making it crucial to
include price as a variable in demand forecasting models [7]. Furthermore,
variations in prices of comparable commodities can also influence demand
for a product [8]. Therefore, we must consider both our pricing strategy and
competitive commodity prices when forecasting demand to make informed
pricing decisions.
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Researchers have turned to machine learning techniques to address these
challenges to improve demand forecasting accuracy [9]. Machine learning
algorithms can analyse large volumes of historical data, identify patterns and
trends, and generate more accurate demand forecasts. Additionally, machine
learning algorithms can incorporate various external factors like pricing,
promotions, and competitor actions, making them ideal for modern supply
chains.

This paper proposes a demand prediction model that leverages historical
demand data and SKU pricing information to forecast demand accurately.
Specifically, we evaluate the performance of five popular machine learning
algorithms – Linear Regression, Polynomial Regression, Support Vector
Regression, Decision Tree Regression, and Random Forest Regression –
to identify the best-performing algorithms for forecasting demand for each
SKU. We also develop a hybrid model that combines the two best-performing
algorithms for each SKU to improve forecast accuracy further.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the literature on demand forecasting and machine learning
techniques. Section 3 describes the methodology used for developing and
evaluating our demand prediction model. In Section 4, we present our numer-
ical evaluation results, and in Section 5, we discuss the implications of our
findings and highlight future research directions.

2 Research Background and Literature Review

Demand forecasting is one of the most essential components of supply
chain management, directly influencing a company’s overall performance and
competitiveness [10]. It is an important task for retailers as it is required for
various operational decisions [11]. It goes without saying that if an organi-
zation does not get its forecasting accurate to a reasonable level, the whole
supply chain gets affected [12]. Based on the paper’s objective, we focus
on demand prediction techniques, specifically machine learning regression
algorithms and hybrid models to forecast demand.

2.1 Demand Forecasting

Time series methods, including moving average, simple exponential smooth-
ing, holt’s model, and Winter’s model, have been used to forecast the
demand [13]. Research has been carried out to optimise these traditional
methods such as [14] proposes the method to optimise exponential smoothing
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constant value using Excel Solver. The commonly used demand-forecasting
methods such as Moving Average, Naı̈ve Approach, or Exponential
Smoothing are easily proposed to forecast trends in time-series data due to
their simple and economic use, ease of understanding, and implementation.
These approaches use previous demand data to predict the demand, focusing
more on recent demand data. However, a criticism of this literature stream is
that it doesn’t forecast accurately when the trends are non-linear and depen-
dent on various factors. Compared with traditional statistical techniques,
machine learning showed better sales forecasting, as demonstrated by higher
accuracy than previous models, the flexibility to handle more data variables,
and the capacity to process large data volumes [15]. [16] compared advanced
machine learning techniques, including neural networks, recurrent neural
networks, and support vector machines, to forecasting distorted demand
with traditional methods, including naı̈ve forecasting and moving averages.
They concluded that using machine learning techniques to forecast distorted
demand provides more accurate forecasts than simpler forecasting techniques
(including naı̈ve, trend, and moving averages). Therefore, many researchers
have used machine learning to forecast demand. For example, [17] has
used machine-learning algorithms, such as Linear Regression and Gradient
Boosting Trees (an ensemble machine learning technique that combines
multiple decision trees to make accurate predictions by iteratively focusing
on the errors of previous trees) to predict the demand more accurately.
They analysed previous years’ sales data and recorded its pattern to predict
future trends. Similarly, [18] has used machine learning for hotel demand
forecasting.

2.2 Machine Learning Algorithms

Forecasting techniques such as Autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) which models future data points as a combination of past observa-
tions, their differences, and moving averages to make predictions dominated
the forecasting field for many years. With the progression of time, the com-
plexities of problems and the scope of datasets widened and posed various
challenges for traditional methods. The machine learning discipline contains
a lot of powerful methods and algorithms to handle complex datasets [19].
Machine learning refers to using and developing computer systems that
can learn and adapt by using algorithms and models to analyse and draw
inferences from patterns in datasets.
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Various models for problems like regression, classification and clustering
have been developed. Some of the models and algorithms to be used are
described below:

Linear Regression: Linear Regression is a statistical tool that establishes a
relationship between a dependent (predictor) variable and an independent
(response) variable. The objective is to examine whether the response vari-
ables are able to predict the outcome variable successfully or not. One of
the major applications of linear regression that we found is that it gives us
the values of the regression coefficients and the regression constant, which
would be helpful in establishing an easily interpretable mathematical function
between the variables this function can then be used for the optimization tech-
niques. [20] conducted multiple regression analyses to forecast the market
value of football players at forward positions. Raghavan et al. [21] used linear
regression analysis to predict the demand for housing space required due to
the growing population in the Erode district of Tamil Nadu. Other studies
have also utilized linear regression in various applications. For instance,
[22] used multiple regression for forecasting the exchange rate using the
aggregation operators considering inflation and interest rates as the inputs.
[23] used both linear and multivariate adaptive regression spline models
for the forecasting of evapotranspiration of the crop for effective vineyard
irrigation management. A multiple linear regression model was used by [24]
to estimate the project cost in a general project management field for earned
value management. Additionally, a neural network and linear regression-
based model was developed by [25] for the forecasting of photovoltaic power
incorporating power generation, geographical and metrological data along
with historical weather data. [26] created an advanced and integrated model
using a genetic algorithm, Artificial Neural Network and linear regression
models to predict energy demand. [27] used actual industrial data in Iran
to develop a prediction model using linear regression for energy demand
in the industries. A prediction-based model was proposed by [28] using
regression, rule-based, and tree-based methods to predict spare parts demand
in the bus fleet industry. Furthermore, linear regression, genetic algorithm,
and LR-GA-based hybrid model were employed by [29] for accurately fore-
casting the demand in the private residential market. Lastly, [30] studied the
combination of statistical and regression models for forecasting long-term
and short-term demand in retail outlets, thereby considering both temporal
and covariates-based variations. However, the accuracy of this technique
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depends on how linearly separated the data points are, and most of the real-
life problems have outliers and some relationships between the independent
variables as well, which tend to reduce the accuracy of this technique.

However, the accuracy of this technique depends on how linearly sepa-
rated the data points are, and most of the real-life problems have outliers and
some relationships between the independent variables as well, which tend to
reduce the accuracy of this technique.

A simple linear regression is a model with a single independent variable
x that has a relationship with a response y with a straight line. The model is
expressed as:

y = β0 + β1x + ε (1)

where the intercept β0 and the slope β1 are unknown constants, and ε is a
random error component.

However, if there is more than one regressor x (where the response
variable may be related to regressors x1, x2, . . . , xi), then it is known as
multiple linear regression, the model of which is expressed as:

y = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + · · ·+ βixi + ε [31] (2)

Polynomial Regression: The assumption of the linear relationship between
the features and response variable is not often the case in real-life sce-
narios. Polynomial regression is useful when the dataset has a curvilinear
relationship [32]. The assumption of the linear relationship between the
features and response variable is not often the case in real-life scenarios.
Polynomial regression models have been used in various fields for demand
forecasting, sales prediction, and tourism demand prediction. For example,
[33] developed a cubic polynomial-based model for predicting international
tourism arrivals in Singapore, while [34] used a polynomial regression model
to develop a prediction model between sales and promotional prices. In addi-
tion, [35] used multiple linear regression and polynomial functions-based
prediction models for demand forecasting in pharmaceutical supply chains.
The polynomial regression algorithm has also been combined with other
algorithms, such as random forest regression, to improve demand forecasting
accuracy in the newsvendor problem [36]. The Polynomial is a form of linear
regression in which the relationship between dependent and independent
variables is modelled as nth degree polynomial in x. Mathematically, the
polynomial regression equation can be expressed as:

Y = β0 +

k∑
i=0

βixi +

k∑
i=0

αixi∧2 (3)
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Where

βi are the slopes of the regression line
αi are the weights of individual polynomial fit variables
β0 is the intercept
n = number of features in the dataset [37].

Decision Tree Regression: A decision tree is one of the most common and
practical approaches for supervised learning that can be used to solve both
classification and regression problems. The given data points are first plotted,
and the models are then obtained by recursively partitioning the data space
and fitting the data into simple prediction models at each partition [38]. John-
sons et al. used regression trees for demand prediction and price optimization
for Rue La La, an online retailer [39]. Once the dataset is recursively split
using a decision tree and is trained, a new data point (from test data) is
passed through the root nodes and eventually comes at a leaf node where the
prediction is obtained. The prediction is obtained by simply averaging out
the values of all the trained data points in that leaf node. While splitting the
nodes, the variance reduction of the data points at each node is calculated, and
the splitting condition that gives the least variance is considered. This way,
the model gets the best splitting conditions and is trained accordingly.

Var =
1

n
∗ Σ(yi− µ)2 (4a)

Variance Reduction = Var(parent) − Σwi ∗Var(child)i (4b)

Support Vector Regression: Akin to linear regression, which requires a
straight line to fit the data, this model incorporates a plane known as the
hyperplane. Any SVM model has its objectives concerning the fitting and
optimisation of a hyperplane in n-dimensional space to classify the data
points strictly. Unlike other regression models, SVR tries to minimise the
threshold value, i.e., the distance between the data point and the hyperplane.
The “best-fit line”, i.e., the hyperplane, consists of the maximum number
of points. For problems concerning low sample space and more features,
SVR gives the best accuracy. Moreover, the computational complexity of this
model doesn’t depend on the input space [40]. A support vector regression
model was proposed by [41] for the demand forecasting of energy products
such as coal, oil, natural gas and electricity. [42] proposed using SVR to
predict product demand quantity in the computer, consumer electronics and
communications market. [43] proposed an adaptive and flexible regression
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function using support vector regression analysis and linear and non-linear
programming functions for identifying the underlying customer demand
patterns using historical customer demand patterns. The results showed a
prediction accuracy of more than 93%. A time series-based forecasting using
the SVR was proposed by [44], and the results, when compared with the RBF
neural network method, showed the superiority of SVR in prediction accuracy
on real-time supply chain data.

Random Forest Regression: This model creates various sub-samples of the
training data set. Decision trees are trained for each sub-sample and vote
out their responses. The final prediction is obtained by averaging out
the responses of the induvial trees. This method is a meta-estimator and
uses the averaging method to improve predictive accuracy and overfitting.
The random forest predictions are given by:

Prediction =
1

k

k∑
K=1

Kth Response (5)

Where k is the number of runs over each tree in the forest [45].
The random forest regression algorithm solves the problem of overfitting,

and hyperparameter tuning, can handle a large dataset, and gives more accu-
rate predictions, due to which numerous researchers have used it to solve
their problems easily. For instance, [46] conducted a comparative study of
different machine learning algorithms, namely Linear Regression, Random
Forest, SGD, and ANN, for demand prediction in an automobile firm to
find that the Random Forest algorithm yielded accurate results after SGD.
In addition, [47] employed the random forest algorithm to forecast demand
for newly introduced products, thereby enhancing the operational decisions
of a supply chain. [48] used the random forest algorithm to conduct a compar-
ative study with the Generalised Additive Model to predict of in-stock SKU
availability in e-grocery stores. Furthermore, [49] suggested using a Random
Forest Regressor to predict food demand in a restaurant using POS data
and weather and events data for restaurant store management. [50] explored
using a random forest regression algorithm to accurately predict house prices,
incorporating 14 different features, including location, city, population, etc.,
apart from HPI. In another study, [51] used supervised machine learning
techniques, including the random forest regressor, for B2B sales forecasting.
Finally, [52] conducted a comparative study of various tree-based regression
models and concluded that random forest regression is better than decision
trees for predicting copper prices. Additionally, [53] used the random forest
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regression method to predict near-surface air temperature in glacier regions,
whereas Robin [54] used the RVFR model for an integrated and enhanced
approach to forest fire predictions. Moreover, the recent works of [55] in
predicting the mechanical properties of produced γ-TiAl alloy using the
random forest regression have opened ways for machine learning in the field
of mechanical structures and materials.

Hybrid models are combinations of two or more single machine learning
algorithms to achieve higher flexibility and capability [56]. As concluded by
Arnab Mitra et al. [56] in their study, the use of a hybrid machine learning
model for forecasting is a better approach. One possible reason may be that
the hybrid model can outperform the shortcomings of both the individual
models used in the hybrid, as the limitations of one can be covered by the
other, and it prevents unfortunate predictions. A gap exists for forecasting
using the hybrid model as most of the research works employ a hybrid model
in which two or more algorithms with the lowest model evaluation parameter
values are selected, generating a hybrid regression prediction. However, the
forecast accuracy can be improved by selecting the best regression algorithms
for the hybrid model on an individual SKU basis.

3 Methodology

This section comprises a description of the methodology that has been
adopted to make predictions on demand. The section has been subdivided
into 3 subsections. Section 3.1 describes the dataset and its pre-processing.
Section 3.2 briefs about the inputs for machine learning algorithms and
Section 3.3 contains the methodology for forecasting.

3.1 Dataset and Pre-processing

The dataset contains the weekly demand and price data of 1000 SKUs for
a retail store for 104 weeks. Also, we have the price data of the competitor
retailer and competitive commodity for all the SKUs. The demand data for
most of the SKUs were found to be normally distributed. There were a
few weeks when a sudden rise (more than 400%) in demand was observed.
The sudden rise in demand is considered an outlier, and these outliers were
replaced by random values near the average demand to improve the quality
of the forecast.

Data were divided into four sets. 1–52 weeks for finding optimised
smoothing constant, seasonality factor, and trend analysis; 53–82 weeks for
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training the regression algorithm; 83–97 weeks for training the hybrid model
and 98–104 for testing the algorithms and models.

3.2 Inputs for Regression Algorithms

(a) To consider historical demand, we first predicted the demand from expo-
nential smoothing with the optimised value of the smoothing constant
for every SKU using an excel solver with multi-start as suggested by [14]
using visual basic for application (VBA). Then, the predicted demand is
taken as one of the inputs for the regression algorithms. It helps us to
focus on the recent variations in demand.

(b) A trendline was fit on training data, and a trend prediction was obtained
for testing data. A seasonality factor was calculated, which measures
that, on average, demand for a time interval is above or below normal.
The trend prediction was multiplied by the seasonality factor to obtain
the prediction from trend and seasonality analysis, which is the second
input to our model. Trend analysis helps examine the overall direction or
pattern in a demand over time. This can help identify long-term changes
or patterns in the data, such as whether the demand is increasing,
decreasing, or staying relatively stable. Seasonality analysis involves
examining demand patterns that repeat themselves in a time series over
shorter periods, such as daily, weekly, or monthly cycles.

(c) Price is taken as the third input for the regression algorithms.
(d) Competitor pricing can significantly impact the demand for a product

or service. Generally, if a competitor lowers their price, it can decrease
demand for the retailer’s product as customers are incentivized to switch
from the higher-priced option. Therefore, the competitor’s price is taken
as the fourth input for the regression algorithms.

(e) Similarly, competitive commodity prices can also significantly impact
demand. It may lead to a decrease in demand for a commodity if the
price of a competitive’ commodity is lower, as customers are incen-
tivized to purchase more of the competitive commodity due to its
affordability. Therefore, the competitive commodity’s price is taken as
the fifth input.

3.3 Forecasting Methodology

The data was trained on five different machine learning algorithms described
in Section 2.2. Our problem involves 1000 SKUs, and instead of finding out
the best two algorithms and applying them to all SKUs, we have applied
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the hybrid model on an individual SKU basis, i.e., the hybrid model thus
trained will make use of the best two of the five regression algorithms and
predict the future demand for each SKU. This is a better approach because
the demand function varies from SKU to SKU, and the best prediction is
likely obtained from a hybrid of LR-PR for one SKU while RF-LR for the
other (say). To evaluate the best two regression algorithms, we calculated the
sum of absolute deviations for all the listed algorithms for each SKU. The
two regression algorithms, which resulted in a minimum absolute deviation
for an SKU, were selected as the best and the second-best algorithm. The LR
model was fed with a new dataset created by aggregating the predictions from
these algorithms to generate the final predictions. Figure 1 represents the flow
diagram of the procedure followed.

Figure 1 Flowchart of the adopted forecasting methodology.

Furthermore, by selecting a pair of regression algorithms from five algo-
rithms, we have also created 10 more hybrid models (5C2). The results were
compared for all five algorithms and hybrid models.

4 Results

The accuracy of various machine learning models depends upon several
error estimate parameters such as the mean absolute deviation (MAD), mean
squared error (MSE), Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), Correla-
tion coefficient, coefficient of determination, etc. For our model, we have
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considered MAPE, MAD, and MSE as the parameters for comparing models.
The results are summarized in the table given below.

Table 1 Results for regression and hybrid algorithms

MODEL MAD MSE MAPE

Exponential Smoothing (Optimized Alpha) 13.53 257.3 19.46

LR 5.95 59.26 8.45

PR 15.73 625.04 21.19

RF 5.69 53.97 8

DTR 8.03 127.26 11.11

SVR 11.7 194.82 17.01

LR-PR 5.74 55.22 8.26

LR-RF 5.42 47.87 7.76

LR-DTR 5.68 54.38 8.16

LR-SVR 5.52 51 7.95

PR-DTR 7.5 98.34 10.63

PR-SVR 7.52 99.13 10.71

PR-RF 5.9 56.41 8.39

RF-SVR 5.59 51.01 7.99

DTR-SVR 6.65 78.23 9.49

RF-DTR 5.87 59.7 8.33

BEST and Second-Best Hybrid 5.41 50.28 7.74

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Accurately forecasting demand is crucial for optimizing supply chain oper-
ations, particularly for retailers. In this study, we propose a hybrid model
of machine learning algorithms to predict demand for each SKU of a retail
store. To achieve this, we identified and assimilated the best two regression
algorithms from a set of five regression algorithms. The hybrid model for the
retail store is trained to enhance prediction accuracy compared to a single
regression algorithm.

Table 1 reveals that among the five machine learning algorithms, the
Random Forest regressor outperformed the rest with MAPE, MAD, and MSE
values of 8%, 5.69, and 53.97, respectively, followed by Linear Regression
with values of 8.45%, 5.95, and 59.26, respectively. Furthermore, when
the same values were obtained for the traditional forecasting method, i.e.,
exponential smoothing (optimised smoothing constant), we concluded that
machine learning algorithms are generally better than traditional methods for
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forecasting, although this is not always the case, as seen with Polynomial
Regression.

When we compared the hybrid models with the individual regression
algorithms that constitute the hybrid model, we found that in almost all cases
(except for the PR-RF hybrid), the former performed better than the latter.
Although there is not much significant difference between the PR-RF hybrid
model and the RF algorithm, the PR-RF hybrid still outperformed the other
four algorithms. The reason for the outperformance of hybrid models is that
they can address the shortcomings of individual models.

Additionally, the results of the hybrid model from the best and second-
best machine learning algorithms for each SKU show improved performance
over the 10 different hybrid combinations, except for MSE for the LR-RF
hybrid. Hence, we recommend training the data with the identified best
and second-best algorithm for each SKU as a better approach for demand
prediction.

The proposed hybrid model of machine learning algorithms can signif-
icantly improve demand forecasting accuracy for retailers. Managers can
use our approach for reliable operations at low inventory costs. Moreover,
the approach will allow them to optimize their purchase decision, inven-
tory levels, production schedules, and resource allocation to meet customer
demands.

However, the limitation of present study is that we have considered
only few parameters such as price, competitor’s price and competitive com-
modity’s price whereas demand may be dependent on other parameters
such as holidays, weekends, weather etc. This study may thus be extended
by incorporating more parameters and exploring more advanced regression
algorithms.
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